WORKSHEET
Class: III

Level: 3

Subject: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES Topic: Water, How do we get water,
Air, The world of animal
I. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION: 1. Water has
A) no fixed shape
B) no fixed shape
C) fixed shape
D) all of these
2. Water is available as
A) Gas
B) Solid
C) liquid
D) all of these
3. The best way to save water at home is?
A) Check your toilet valve for leaks and fix them.
B) Don't leave the tap running when you brush your teeth.
C) Rinse vegetables in a pan of water rather than under the tap.
D) All of the above.
4. When water boils in a pot, we can see _ as mist.
A) steam
B) Oxygen
C) water vapour
D) water droplets
5. What is condensation?
A) Water vapor changing to liquid droplets in the air
B) When it is raining
C) The water in the lake
D) None of these
6. Frogs can breathe through their _________ and _________.
A) skin and lungs
B) nose and skin
C) lungs and nostrils
D) skin and Nostrils
7. When you wear raincoat and go in rain, you don't get wet.
What is the reason behind this?
A) This is because raincoat is made up of waterproof material.
B) This is because raincoat gets wet, but the underneath cloths remain
somewhat dry.
C) This is because rainwater gets evaporated as soon it hits the raincoat.
D) This is because rainwater gets attached to the raincoat.
8. Which of the following is wrong?
A) Solid HEAT Liquid
B) Solid COOL Gas
C) Liquid COOL Solid
D) Liquid HEAT Gas
9. Rohan took a glass of cold water from the refrigerator and placed it on a
table. After few minutes he observed water drops on the outer surface of the
glass. What has happened?
A) Glass produced water droplets
B) The water in the glass moved through the glass
C) Water vapour present in the air is condensed
D) Water came out from the gaps present in the glass

10. Animals like crab, starfish, prawn and lobsters have hard ___ all around their
body. They have more than two ____ instead of ___.
A) fins, shells, legs
B) shells, legs, fins
C) fins, shells, legs
D) legs, fins, shells
II. Fill in the blanks: 1. Animals like crab, starfish, prawn and lobsters have hard ___ all around their body.
They have more than two ____ instead of ___.
( fins, shells, legs)
2. Earthworm live in soil and are generally seen crawling on the ground after________.
(rain/drought)
3. ________ help birds to fly. (wings/feathers)
4. Insects breathe through_______. (gills/holes)
5. Vapour is water in ______ form. (solid/gaseous)
III. Match the following: A
B
1.Tube well
a. can fly but are not birds water
2. Rain Water
b. purest form of water
3. Sea Water
c. animals are very useful to us.
4. Domestic
d. not drinkable
5. Butterflies
e. Underground
IV. Observe the given picture and answer the questions given below: -

a) Name the animal in the pictures.
b) What does the picture tell you about the food habit of the animal?

